CBAY Transcription Services, Inc. has teamed up with Olympus America and
M*Modal to provide the ultimate Speech Recognition Software and Hardware bundle.
Fluency Direct for Practices by M*Modal is just what the Doctor ordered.

HIGH-PERFORMING, COST-EFFECTIVE FRONT-END
SPEECH RECOGNITION TO POWER YOUR EHR.
Only $1,549.99 for a 3-Year Software License & an Olympus Speech Microphone.
M*Modal Fluency Direct for Practices™ is an advanced front-end speech recognition solution that allows
clinicians to conversationally create, edit and sign clinical notes directly within EHR templates.
 Designed to meet the unique needs and budgets of small physician practices, this solution
enables clinicians to quickly capture the subjective narrative necessary to adequately document
care in the EHR—anytime, anywhere, and on any device.
The same top-ranking speech recognition chosen by leading hospitals and academic facilities is
now available for use in small practices of any medical specialty.
 Doctors, nurses physician assistants and other care providers can now capture the complete
patient encounter without being restricted and slowed down by having to type into EHR fields.
Physicians can efficiently and completely capture the uniqueness and complexity of each patient
encounter in their own words, including impressions and conclusions.
 Fluency Direct for Practices leverages proprietary Speech Understanding™, which is far more
than just voice-to-text technology as it includes Natural Language Understanding technology for
contextual understanding of the physician narrative to improve accuracy. This highly accurate
portable and secure speech solution covers sub-specialty medical terminology and supports all
regional accents.
To optimize user experience, everything you need to start dictating is conveniently included in the box: a
microphone and easy access to the client to install. Easy, click-once installation from a web address and
minimal software training requirements ensure that you are up and running in no time. Uniquely, autoupdates and upgrades ensure that you are always using the latest version of the M*Modal solution.

Only $1,549.99 for a 3-Year Software License & an Olympus Speech Microphone.
Training, Installation and Support Included!
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